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To all whom it may concern:
I employed both for ?at burners and for
Be it known that I, HinsoH FELDMANN, a ' round burners of optional kind.

subject of the Russian Emperor, and re

A special peculiarity of my improved ?at

siding at Taganrog, South Russia, have in

burner according to Figs. 2 to 4 is that there

vented certain new and useful Improve
ments in Safety-Lamps, of which the fol
lowing is a speci?cation.

The subject-matter of my invention is an

are formed by one or more walls 6 arranged 60
_

around or laterally of the wick tube (Z special

upwardly constricted chambers 7“ through
which the ?re~extinguishing liquid is con

improved safety lamp for petroleum and ducted with certainty, when the lamp is over

other liquid combustibles, and a primary ob

thrown, to the ?ame burning at the end of
ject is to provide a lamp of the type de the wick g. In the normal position of the
scribed such that when it is overthrown, or lamp the lower parts 7”’ of these chambers f

the combustible shaken, all danger of ?re
is at once automatically suppressed.
15

Various constructional forms of my new

are closed by clack valves h (Fig. 3) which
open automatically as soon as the lamp falls
over.

lamp are represented by way of example
The round burner according to my in
and diagrammatically in the accompanying vention represented in Figs. 5 and 6 may be

drawing wherein:
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Figure 1 is a vertical section through the
reservoir, whereas Figs. 2, 3 and 4 are top

65

70

placed on a suitable reservoir according to
my invention such as is described above with

reference to Fig. 1.

The upwardly con 75

plan view, vertical section, and bottom plan stricted chamber Z formed by the outer wick
view, respectively, showing a ?at burner ap tube 2' and the casing in surrounding the lat
pertaining to said reservoir, and Figs. 5 and ter is normally closed from below at Z’ by
6 are vertical section, and horizontal section

25

showing a round burner according to my in
vention.
30

m will then fall say into the position m’

cross-section is near its bottom 6, whereas
the burner is screwed to its narrowest por
tion (1. The consequence of this is that when
lower than the reservoir, so that the con
tents of the reservoir tend to run to the
burner. This can also be obtained, for ex

ample, by providing the reservoir at its bot
tom end with an outwardly projecting rim.
lVhen in use the reservoir a is partially
?lled with petroleum or other liquid com
bustible and contains in addition a special

?re-extinguishing liquid which is heavier
than the combustible and accordii‘lgly set~
tles on the bottom of the reservoir when the
45

lamp is used ordinarily. If the lamp is over
thrown so that the burner of the lamp is lo

50
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will lie lower than the reservoir. The ring

Referring to the drawing, the reservoir a represented in dotted lines and the ?re-ex
is formed in such manner that its largest tinguishing composition can enter into the

the lamp is overthrown the burner is located
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an annular member m preferably composed

in the plane X~—X in Fig. 5, respectively, of lead. If the lamp falls over the burner

chambers Z’, Z and arrive at n at the ?ame in 85
order to extinguish the same. Now in order

to enable the ?re-extinguishing liquid to ad_
Vance uniformly to the wick, the casing 71: is
formed at its top end at 79 in cross-section
in such manner that small channels 0 are 90

formed, as clearly shown in Fig. 6. In this
manner the ?re-extinguishing liquid or

composition is prevented from advancing
only to the bottom portion of the burning
wick, as would be the case if only one sin
gle annular chamber were provided as out
let. The remainder of the arrangement of
the reservoir and the burner which is used is

of secondary importance for the employ
ment of my invention or is of well-known 100

nature and therefore not described particu~

cated low down, the ?re-extinguishing liquid larly.
displaces the combustible, flows to the
The ?re-extinguishing liquid employed is
burner, and extinguishes the flame or pre composed preferably of solutions of soda

vents the supply of the combustible to the lye, potash lye, and other lyes or of a mix
?ame. The shape of the reservoir must al ture of the same with silicates in weak solu
ways be such that when the lamp is over
thrown the ?reextinguishing liquid can flow
rapidly in consequence of its own weight to

55 the burner.

The same arrangement can be

tion, such as silicate water-glass for ex

ample. The ?re-extinguishing liquid has a
cooling action on the lamp and thereby pre

vents danger of explosion, especially when
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the same is mixed by shaking with the pe

the top end of the reservoir, a wick tube in

troleum when the reservoir is heated.

said casing, a wall 111 said casing forming
wlth said wick tube an upwardly constrict
ed chamber, the top end of said wall being .

I claim:
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1. In a safety lamp of the character de
scribed, in combination, a reservoir, a burner
comprising a casing detaehably attached to
the top end of the reservoir, a wick tube in
said casing, a wall in said casing forming
with the wick tube upwardly constricteajl
chambers in said casing, and an upwardly
op-ening valve at the bottom of each chain‘
her; the bottom of said reservoir being o't
larger diameter than the top end.
2. In a safety lamp of the character de
scribed, in combination, a reservoir, a burner

‘formed corrugated and contacting with said
wick tube and thereby forming a plurality
of outlets at the top of said chamber, and an

upwardly-movable member normally closing
the bottom of said chamber; the bottom of

said reservoir being of larger diameter than
the top end.
4t. In a safety lamp oi1 the character de
scribed, a' burner comprising in combination
a casing, a circular wick tube therein, a wall

in said xasing forming with the wick tube

comprising a casing detachably attached to

an upwardly - constricted channel, and a

the top end of the reservoir, a wick tube in

upwardly-movable annular member nor

said casing, a wall in said casing forming mally closing the bottom of said channel,
with said wick tube an upwardly constrict for the purpose speci?ed.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set
ed chamber, and an upwardly-movable
member normally closing the bottom of said my hand in presence of two witnesses.
chamber; "the bottom of said reservoir be
HIRSGI-I FELDB’IANN.
ing of larger diameter than the top end.
3. In a safety lamp of the character de
scribed, in combination, a reservoir, a burner

comprising a casing detachably attached to

lVit-nesses :
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